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Putting Home
Energy Data at
your Fingertips.

We are setting the new standard of
Property Energy Management
starting with monitoring both the
consumption rate and
the marketplace price per gallon.

Our embedded wireless sensors and
web portal and phone apps allow
you to safely make better buying
decisions, decide faster, and save
money on quality fuel oil services.

www.HeatOracle.com

Heating Fuel Management for Property Managers
Monitoring
Anomaly Detection: Critical Notifications
when it matters MOST

Avoidable Damage from Burst Pipes

Knowing your property’s consumption rate of oil is not sufficient.
Combining outside weather conditions with consumption rate in
real-time helps you avoid running out of fuel causing costly damage
from frozen and burst pipes.
Failures of proper home heating include:
Low Set-Point temperature vs. Measured Environmental Temp.,
Failure of the boiler system, Etc.

Critical Fuel Level Alerts
Know well before your tanks run dry! Using measured data and consumption rate information an automated alert is
provided when the fuel tank reaches levels of 50% of total fill volume, 25%, and 15%. Additional people can be added to
notifications to ensure a single manager isn’t a single point of failure to a refill.

Real-Time Analytics for your Team and your Renters
Share your data with specific people in real-time, empowering the team to make educated, timely decisions to avoid
added costs, delays and unnecessary expenses for in-person travel to verify systems are operating normally.

Competitive Refill Management
Three Management Modes
Optional refill management through our competitive marketplace.
Manage your property’s energy using one of three convenient
service modes: Energy Management, Energy Monitoring, or Utility.
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Lowering Your Energy Bill
Energy cost savings is a core mission of Heat Oracle. You & your customers will use Heat Oracle Marketplace
to drive purchasing decisions towards the lowest costs in the market. Heat Oracle’s predictive analytics ensure
optimal refill timing strategies to provide the optimal intersection of dwelling safety and cost minimization.

Scheduling Independence, Free your calendar
As a Property Manager there’s too much on your calendar already. Let Heat Oracle keep your homes heated
while we save you money to let you focus on what you do best – growing your real estate empire.

For more information, please contact
Greg Hovagim,
Louis Trebaol,
Gregory.Hovagim@HeatOracle.com,
Louis.Trebaol@HeatOracle.com,
603-809-1375
603-204-3210

